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I ntrod uction to I E Î,,iiå?;JÏ".1ï5T'-å ;'l i:"tr

Kasia Pydzinska

enable and support successful long-term
internal education. It was born out of the
tutor team of the European School in
Giessèn in April'99, but of course the IE
history is much longer... it is almost as

old as AEGEE itself.
Variety of IE events is available for
pafticipants:
oEuropean School I (ES I)
oEuropean School II (ES II)
oTraining for Trainers (TfT)
oPublic Relations European School (PR

ES)
oIT School
oTraining Course (TC)
oRegional Meeting (RegMet)
each ofthem being a mixture of lectures,
workshops, role playing, parties and

excursions - an excellent chancc to gain

experience and make new friends!
Diversity of Events
ES I - the primary goal of ES I is to train
local board members and Project

Some basic info for these,
who don't know yet...

...what IE abbreviation means? Invisible
Energy, lndividual Expectations or
maybe Intensive Efforts...??? Not so

hard puzzlz IE simply stands for
INTERNAL EDUCAIION. V/hY do we
need it, somebody could ask...

Unfortunately no one is perfect, but
AEGEE members at least try to make
progress... And it's exactly the goal of
IE: to improve our work, prePare for
future tasks, hand down skills and

experience to next generations. All that
is done in different ways: on local,
regional and European level.
The AEGEE IE bodies are: I E

responsible in the CD, AEGEE
Academy, Network Commission and

Working Groups (PRWG, IT Users

responsibles and to complete their
know-how and skills on general project
management as well as on the structures
and processes within AEGEE Europe. It
consists of lectures and workshops:
Managing AEGEE and Learning
AEGEE. The theoretical Parts are

complemented by virtual casework
during approx. 50% of the available

working hours.
Next ES I will take place in Enschede
l0-12.Dec.2000

ES II - higher level event, designed to

fully prJ are future members of
AEGEE-Europe bodies like the CD or
the Commissions, so the target group are

people planning to enter the European
level.
TfT - another advanced event, as the
name indicates it - addressed to potential
trainers, to experienced members, that
is. The first TfT will take Place in
Maastricht 22- 2 6.N ov. 2 0 0 0

PR ES or IT School have the similar
concept as the ES I, but they are shorter
and focused on their own toPics.
RegMet - is partly the IE event (about
50-60% of the time is covered by IE). It's
organized by the respective Network
Commissioner who decides about the

content considering the problems and

needs of the region. Participants who are

local board members can also exchange
experience there.
TC - can be described as an ES I light,
but intended for the members of one

local (and of locals nearbY), it is

therefore easy to organize with low
demands regarding infrastructure and
finances.
On the local level antennae are free to
use their own ideas for IE too, you will
find some examples in the following
articles...
Intemal Education materials, which are

supposed to complement the IE events,
are available in the Academy Materials-
Database (www.aegee.org/academy). In
the Virtual Offrce of AEGEE EuroPe
you'll find materials mostly in English,
for others in native languages look in the

regional databases. Also AEGEE CD-
ROM contains most of the available
materials.
The IE databases (see
www.aegee.orglacademy) are open to
anyone who is willing to work in the

freld of Internal Education . You will
find there materials for lectures and

workshops as well as documentation on

how to organize an Internal Education
event. In the Trainers Pool database, you
will find a great choice of experienced
AEGEE-members willing to teach at

your event. You can display the trainers
by name or by skill or even enter specific
search criteria.

Howto get more information about lnternal Education?

You can:
. attend the lnternal Education workshops during the statutory events

. visit the Academy web-site http://www. aegee.org/academy,

. write to the Academy-board (academy-board-l@aegee. uni-karlsruhe'de)

. subscribe to the mailing list on lE: EDU-L@ aegee.uni-karlsruhe.de - simply send a mail to
listserv@aegee.org with thõ following message: <subscribe edu-l name surnname>

. ACADEMY-L@aegee. uni-karlsruhe.de (for members of AEGEE-Academy)

4 N e w s I u tle I in 212 0 0 0
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From Gliwice to L¡blice
t h e f o l l o w i n g
questions: what are
these skills good for?
Are they really needed

?My answerwouldbe: YES, BUT...
"Vy'hy?" versus "How?"
That "BUT" simply means that there are
also other aspects of intemal education,
which should be dealt with. Of course, if
you are responsible for managing your
AEGEE antenna, then you will
definitely need that technical
background and knowledge. However,
then it would not matter if you organized
the conference for AEGEE or for any
other NGO. Simply, these skills are
neededinEVERYNGO.
My point here is the following: f,rrst, the
question :"WHY do I organize a
conference?" or "'WHY am I on the
board?" should be answered.
Consequently, you would end up with
other questions like "Vy'HY this kind of
conference?", "WHY this topic?"
"V/HY am I on the board ofAEGEE and
not of ELSA, for example?"
Questions like "HOW do I prepare my
conference?", "HOW will I conduct the
task division within my antenna?" are of
the secondary impofiance.
Intemal education is also about visions. I
would argue that much too little
attention at European Schools is paid to
the "visionary" aspects of AEGEE. By
this I mean that participants should be
given the opportunity to discuss the aims
of AEGEE, the role NGOs play in a
democratic society or the impoftance of
AEGEE's involvement in public life.
In Gliwice we had several panels
consisting of experienced AEGEE
members coming from different
countries. These panel discussions
aimed at formulating basic visions of
AEGEE and then, logically, aims and
means of achieving them. As the
members of the panel had different
national (and thus cultural)
backgrounds, the disscusions inevitably
led to the recognition of different
perceptions of AEGEE aims in each
represented country. Enough time was
devoted to the following discussions of
the participants, who had suddenly
witnessed different approaches to the
AEGEE philosophy. I am convinced that
these discussions significantly
broadened their horizons with respect to
the AEGEE's role in Europe and in
public life.
The following time, members of
different types of NGOs from Poland
were invited for another panel and they
all spoke about their activities, plans and
objectives. Thus, the participants could
see the broad range of potential NGO's
activities and action offers.
Such essential debates should then

Bulletin 2

constitute a significant part of intemal
education, too. These issues can be
hardly discussed at Agoras, PMs or
congresses.
What about communication skills?
At training courses organized by other
NGOs I have had the chance to
participate in many team-building
activities and games. At those courses
organized by, for example, the NGO
which works with disabled young
people, these games were prepared and
conducted by experienced
psychologists. This is something which
AEGEE lacks. I do not want to
undermine the enthusiasm of those who
prepare them, but as I later realized,
these activities and especially their
results must be handled very carefully
and "professionally".
For instance, the team-building games
should be followed by the so-called
"reviews" (usually lasting longer than
the game itself). It is then that you
analyze with your group the outcome of
that game, your role in it, your position
within the group, your strategy and
behaviour. These games help you to
understand yourself and your behaviour
better and allow you to communicate
more easily with other members of the
team. This is a very important premise
for any work in a Íeam, if you want to
make it a success.
Significance should be also attached to
cross-cultural communication skills,
since AEGEE is an international
organization and communication skills
are crucial once you stan to parlicipate
in preparations of European projects or
once you join the CD or any other
working group.
Similar courses, which aim at teaching
communication skills, are provided, for
example, by the Council of Europe

(CoE) for youth activists. CoE also runs
two European Youth Centers in
Strassbourg and Budapest, where such
events take place under the supervision
of experienced trainers and teachers.
Therefore I would highly advise
AEGEE to start some cooperation with
these centers in preparation of its own
courses. Introducing this element
(communication skills) into internal
education will represent another
qualitative step forward.yy
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David Stulik

Where does lnternal Education of
AEGEE head for?

Being one of the organizers and staff
members of the European School in
Gliwice (1996) I have a good reference
point to compare that ES with the one,
which has just finished in Liblice. In
those four years I have also become
involved in other NGOs (especially the
ones working with disabled young
people), where training also deserved
significant attention. Let me share some
of my observations with you.
Professionals, but what for?
I must admit that the European School in
Liblice was prepared really excellently,
when quality of lectures, cases,
exercises is taken into account. It would
be a lie to say that in those four years
since Gliwice no improvement has been
achieved. The case is nearly perfect,
very realistic, the competence of
lecturers has increased as well as their
experience in managing AEGEE.
I still remember discussions around
1996-98 about what AEGEE lacked
most and what needed improvement.
The ans\Mer often was: the
professionalism of organized events and
organizational skills of active AEGEE
members. Surely, this objective has been
accomplished. If you participated in
lectures on budget-drafting, writing
press releases or on events' follow-up,
then certainly your organizational
potential has grown rapidly.
Nevertheless, being in a convenient
position of the "external"
observer in Liblice I could hardly get rid
of the impression that too much stress
was put on the basic knowledge of
AEGEE (structure, intemal institutions,
IT used, etc.) And on technical matters
and skills (like writing letters, designing
a proper budget, etc.). I got this
impression by watching the participants.
They were, in my humble view, too
much focused on meeting formal and
technical criteria of assigned tasks.
V/ell, it is then justified to ask yourself

News
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The Biggies of AEGEE Academy Taking About lË

Niels Hoffmann

Let me start by expressing my happiness
to see that this edition of the News
Bulletin is dedicated to Internal
Education. As an Internal Education
responsible, I'm very pleased with all the
development that took place over the last
one and a halfyear. IE has become a fully
gro\ün pafi of AEGEE-Europe, and one

couldn't image AEGEE without it.
Since April 1999, the Internal Education
activities of AEGEE-Europe have
tripled in comparison to the past. Also,
the quantity and quality ofconcepts has

improved considerably. Many different
event concepts try to address diverse
needs of several target groups within
AEGEE-Europe.

Hightights of lastyear

European School II
From July l'' to 10"', about 20 young
people from all over Europe gathered in
the city of Barcelona in order to
participate in a comprehensive training
programme entitled European School 2.

The aims of this European School II

were: on one hand, developing the
AEGEE members' abilities to lead
projects and an international
association. And on the other, offering
them a comprehensive knowledge on the
different institutions of the European
Union and on their functions. Emphasis
was given to the ones which can play a

vital role in the development of projects
and in strengthening the associative
tissue, thus resulting in a benefit for the
whole of the European society. Finally-
giving the participants the necessary

tools in order to be able to get to these

institutions, and to collaborate with
them.
Basically, the working programme
started with a quick review of the
present situation and a look at the
general lines that have so far followed
the activities organised within AEGEE.
In the following two days,
corresponding to the hrst part of the
training seminar, the participants were
lodged at a school-residence located in
the countryside near Barcelona.
Through outdoor activities guided by
experts, the innate leadership skills of
the participants were developed and

working mechanisms of team dynamics
were studied. Furthermore, during a

series of lectures and workshoPs,
essential aspects of project or
association management were dealt
with. Among these aspects, one could
find motivation, decision taking, and

intemal conflict resolution. The second

part lasted three days. It took place in
Barcelona and the main activities \ryere

the lectures and workshops on the
European institutions, on the co-
operation opportunities they offer and

on how to get to them. The last day of the
training seminar was devoted to
evaluation. With the wish to give the
possibly widest view to participants,
several meetings with other non-profit
making groups and associations will
also be organised.

Eurooean School Praha

At the European School In Praha a new
case concept was implemented and the

amount of parlicipants was raised up to
40 (25 at the previous ESI). The case was
revised and became more project
approach oriented. This enabled to
simulate co-ordination meetings,
dealing with different topics, like
division of a EU grant, distribution of
event topics, etc. Besides, the lectures
were a bit shorter (30-45 min), which
forced lectures to stick to the most
important points and to think critically
about what they wanted to tell the

participants.
A group was bigger, as the tutor had to
take care oftwo groups simultaneously.
The newly implemented changes
worked out well and they will be used as

well in the next European School. There
for the European School in Praha will
form the bases for future EuroPe
School I.

The Future

Training for Trainers
Realising the massive interest in the
Internal Education events and the need
for skilled trainers to run these numerous
sets of Intemal Education events, the
Academy strives to meet the growing
demand for skilled and motivated
trainers. The Training for Trainers event
is dedicatedto meetthis demand.
The Concept is based on a two-fold
approach:
olmproving the trainers' didactical and

methodical skills on the Personal
level

oTransfering and improving our cutrent
concepts and structures of Intemal
Education

The first focus topic will be provided, to
the largest extent, by external partners,
as professional know-how is required
and if is only available through
extemals. The second part will be
provided and moderated by the current
generation of the AEGEE Academy
together with some highest-profile
Alumni of AEGEE-Europe in order to
gather the most complete set of
experiences. The input of the
participants, representing the future
active core of IE, will be needed and
facilitated during most of the workshops
in order to shape the future concept(s) in
a highly participative manner.

In general, apart from the Training for
Trainers there will be the European
School: the next one will take place in
Enschede. For the next year another 4
European Schools I are planned and the
European School II is scheduled to be
oragnised in Utrecht. We, the AEGEE
Academy and the IE responsible of
AEGEE-Europe, are hoping to fulhl the
demand for Internal Education and to
bring knowledge of AEGEE members to
ahigherlevel.

The influence of Internal Education
onAEGEE

The results oflnternal Education are not
very easy to measure, all the more, the
effects are very different. It is not only
about the transfer ofknowledge but also

6 NewsBu tletin 212000
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about making people enthusiastic.
Futhermore, thanks to hard work they do
together on week-days, people often
start to build their network of European
friends. As a matter of fact this shows
that listservers that were made for the
preparation ofIE events stay active for a
long time after the event.
The real impact will be visible in the
years to come. Then we will see if the
people that had attended the ESII will
really be candidates for the CD, Netcom
or projects team. We will also see if there
is an improvement of events' quality, or
an increase in the number of locals
(along with increase in their size).
To say that it all is be due to Intemal
Education goes perhaps a bit too far, but
it certainly has played an important role
init.

Bernhard Müller

The last year in Internal Education.

In general our IE is based on continuous
improvement to reach a higher level of
quality.
Since April 1999 we have had 7 ES I, 4
PRES, one IT School and one ES II and
with all these events we have gathered
about 27 0-280 people. That contributed
a lot to transfer of knowledge as well as

to continuity inAEGEE.
Each ES is reviewed in order to improve
and adapt to new ideas, during the last
yearwe had some outstanding events.
Just to mention such high prof,rle ES I as

in Athina, Brescia or Praha and the first
IS II in Barcelona, which was organized
with involvement of external partners
like EADA (Escola Alta Direccio i

Administratio), AMS and European
Commission.

f,'uture of IE / Problems

One of the problems AEGEE should
consider for the future is the number of
IE events. \Ve should avoid situations
when there are too many ES I within too
short a period...-maybe less ES with
more participants? 2-3 months between
each ES should be the basis of
assumptions, because that time is
needed for preparation and promotion.
Vy'e have a very big target group- there
were for example over 200 applications
for ES-Praha- and they should be
addressed correctly.
When there is money, there are no
difhculties with finding locals who
organize IE events, because usually the
biggest problem are finances. ES's
budget is comparable with the
conference's one, but there are limited
ways to find sponsors and get funds. And
to have IE event you need tutors, who
have to be provided with travel
reimbursements, which also involves
money. For about 25 parlicipants you
need a staff of more or less 8-10 - if you
have less, the qualitywill suffer.
At the moment only the locals that have a
stable financial basis can organize big IE
events, but the solution for the financial
problems might be a global
partnership... maybe a company
interested in our IE as a chance to look
for new talents and future employees...
As it was said before, ES are quite
"expensive" events and finances seem to
be quite a problem in this field. But IE
means not only European Schools, also
other kinds of events in some cases

might be the way to avoid, at least partly,
the moneyproblems in some cases.
For example Training Course has the
budget not even comparable with that of
ES. So far, we have had only very few of
them, but for the next year the plan is for
at least 5 TC. This is a kind oftraining for
just one local, so there is low need for
infrastructure. It's organized with two
trainers of Academy, who take care of
everything. It consists of basic lectures
and very limited casework.
It theorythe Regional Meeting shouldbe
also parlly IE event. But in reality, co-
operation between NetCommissioner
and Academy is a bit hard, because of
communication problems. But this is a
good opporlunity for our network and it
had better be used ; maybe it'd be also a
good idea to have another name for
something like that Regional Academy,
perhaps?

InfluenceofIE onÄEGEE

It's difhcult to measure, but for sure IE
helps AEGEE-Europe. It raises the
standard of our activities and makes our
work more successful. IE also creates
personal networks within the network,
which is a very important decisive tool...

and make it more effective by gathering
opinions and leading discussions.
Trying to answer questions, llke ís one
lecture on budgeting at the ES all what
we need to cover the topic offinances in
AEGEE? or should the ESs remain
"technical" as they are now or would it
be better to make the programme more
topical? Unfortunately hardly any
discussion of this kind has crossed
Academy-l ever since the list was
founded. Another challenge is looking
for knowledge in the AEGEE there are
so many people who could contribute a
lot if only anybody asked them. I really
hope that the upcoming Training for
Trainers will be an occasion for the most
active and skilled people involved in our
IE to define the role of the Academy in
knowledge management.
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Three Remarks on HR and lE

Krzy sztof Szczyg i e I s ki

There is nothing like getting
perspective. Taking a break from
internal education and working in a
different field (fund-raising) within the
Comité Directeur not only gave me a
new, exciting and very enriching
experience with my new job. It also

News

allowed me to look at the Internal
Education form another point of view.
Being no longer involved in something
that once used to take up so much of my
time and work, staying outside the main
stream of activities I could think many
things over once again. In this short
article I would like to share with you
some ofmy observations.
First, I am under the impression that we
need more knowledge management. By
this I mean identifuing the weaknesses
of AEGEE and the educational needs
related to them and then working out the
right material and courses to cover those
needs. Obviously this work is being
done in AEGEE, but on an ad-hoc basis
by ES managers and people preparing
the RegMeets. I believe that AEGEE
Academy could accelerate this process

Bulletin 2
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My second remark is that we need to
develop a true human resources system.
At curent we do not have any profiles
for functions in AEGEE. If we do not
ponder on what it takes to be e.g. a board
member or a NetCommie, how can we
find the right people for local boards or
for the NetCom? The situation is not any
better on the European level. If the
information on e.g. knowledge and skills
needed to be a European Institutions
responsible in the CD is passed on by
word-of-mouth, how can we work out
programmes to educate people for the

European level? Another aspect of the
HRthatwe lack is apersonal archive we
do not even file the data of the people
who have attended the ESs.
At this point I would like to make one
thing clear: this article is not meant to
criticise anything or anybody. The last
paragraph tells something that I could

The case of AEGEE-Ankara

Kemal BAYKALLI

More than "Learn Your AEGEE"
One of the most impotlant prerequisites
of "institution alization" is the existence
of "transfer of knowledge". In youth
NGOs like ours the lack of continuation,
the lack of transfer of knowledge and the
lack of experience forces members to
"rediscover America" again and again.
Especially in the cases where intemal
education becomes a coincidental and
exceptional issue rather than tradition,
the quality ofeducation differs radically.
It is quite important to remember that
internal education is not only about
"how to drive the car" but "where to
drive it", too. In that sense, the education
should have two dimensions. Firstly, on
practical level, new members must be
introduced to the history to basics and to

(and should) have done myself when I
worked as an IE responsible. I just think
that we should be honest with ourselves
and see our Internal Education with all
ofits bright and dark aspects.
In general, I think that the conceptual
work in human resources, just as in the
case of knowledge management, should
be done by the AEGEE Academy. My
last remark also tackles the role of the IE
responsible within the IE system of
AEGE,E.
It is about the structure ofour IE. I agree

that one of the main challenges for the
Academy is to make Intemal Education
more and more popular using such tools
as the Materials Database and the
Trainers Pool (early this year I proposed
just that). Still, a certain set of events

should form an Internal Education
Project for each year. It should be
planned in advance and taken care ofby

inteural education is providing the new
members with appropriate environment
to think about and discuss the aims and
principles of AEGEE. Introducing the
basic theoretical framework and
foundation of the organization during
the intemal education will provide locals
with more conscious and motivated
members. As an international NGO,
every year AEGEE organizes many
different events in order to spread its
ideas throughout Europe. While making
all these efforts to make our voice heard
by the others, we generally neglect
motivating and hetping our own
members to increase their awareness as

concerns our principles.
Without any doubt, the profiles, needs

and expectations of members are

different in each and every antenna.

Therefore, regional cooperation will
make the internal education on the
local/regional level more efficient. This

an IE Responsible as a project manager.
The IE Project would consist of the
European Schools, PR ESs and IT
Schools (out of some kind of courtesy
the latter tv/o are now half-separated
from the events prepared by the
Academy), T4T and Training Courses
once they are revived. The project as a

whole could look for extemal paftners in
the subject field (among NGOs) it would
have its own internal PR (good quality
posters and flyers), its own budget and it
would stand very good FR chances. In
fact this approach proved to be
successful in case of the PwC and I am
very sure that it could work in case of
many other companies, especially if we
increased the set of possibilities e.g. by
editing a manual to assist the Project
(OPM?). The responsibility of the IE
responsible would grow but it would be

betterdefined.

locals think over and discuss their main
motivations in AEGEE. The study of
different cases would help reach the
best solutions in intemal education.
Internal Education in AEGEE-
Ankara: t'Where to drive the car?"
In order to reach the right solutions, we
must ask the right questions first! The
internal education strategy of AEGEE-
Ankara is closely related to the two
questions that we often ask ourselves:
"What kind of member profile would we
like to see in AEGEE-Ankara?" and
"What are the best ways to motivate our
members in accordance with our
principles?"Although the answers might
differ in different locals, the questions
may be useful for any local in shaping
their internal education strategies.
Internal education is not a static and
shorl-term process. Quite the contrary, it
is an interactive, dynamic, continuous
and changing concept. In Ankara, we see

it as a continuum. It stafts with the first
meeting at the beginning of the
academic term, during which we
introduce ourselves, and continues with
the first internal education event, at
which we give the rudimentary
understanding of AEGEE. Throughout
the whole year, the Intemal Education
Vy'orking Group of AEGEE-Ankara
works in coordination with the board
and provides the necessary assistance to
the members as well as the other bodies
by pleparing different intemal education
activities that serve different needs. The
intemal education events such as "How
to Organize an Event?" and "Lobbying
for Socrates in Turkey" (organized in
cooperation with AEGEE-Istanbul) are
onlytwo examples.

lnternal Education on the Local Level

the structure of the organization as well
as to the necessary skills of handling
different issues, such as organizational
techniques. The second pillar of the

NewsBull

way, the antennae in the san-re region will
find the chance to exchange experience
and to discover their similarities and

differences. This will also make the
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Before Leaving

Apart from giving lectures, the IE team
of AEGEE-Ankara also holds itself
responsible for finding experienced
people with different backglounds to
give us lectures on a wide variety of
topics covered, from "total quality
management" to "European integration"
This is very useful in increasing the
quality and intellectual capacity within a

local. It also helps us to decrease the time
gap that occurs between the time when a

new member joins AEGEE and the time
when she/he starts being really active.
Not to forget that it also helps avoid
losing new members whose impressions
are concentrated on the idea that
AEGEE is nothing but a "fun club".
Last but not least, it is vital to remember
that the best intemal education you can
give is your behaviour within the local.
The democracy culture and respect that
you show to new members are very

EADA, the MBA school that sponsored
us, was so much in the centre of
Barcelona helped him a lot.
Marieke R and Karina, and Zsofia
praising all huge rneals we got evely

duy...
Humm, this reminds me that I still
haven't lost the weight I put on during
ESII, even after a lot of exelcise I did
when Pleun got me to run up and down
the school to make xerox copies and cut
those fake euro notes for his workshop
on accountancy...
Then, Joanna. Remember how hard she
fought to make us listen to her ideas
during the leadership game?
Mariekie P who kept destroying all of
Carlos' arguments duling the negotiation
lole play! We did enjoy that and we had a
good time designing the egg-savels as

well ! Although the funniest thing was
when Oana after having asked so many
questions, dropped the egg miles away
from the target!
Here are Helen's, Matina's and Jorien's
signatures... and Katja's! She thought
she could get some spare time to prepare
herself for a German exam, but we
always made the participants too busy.
To mention the day Lisa gave her

Bulletin2

important in creating a healthy
environment. From the way you discuss
issues to the attitude in local discussion
list, each and every detail contributes to
the internal education process within the
locals. Not to forget that internal
education is a continuous process.

lecture. By the way, she can be held
responsible lor all damage in case
AEGEE will rip her company (or some
other one) offfor funds ! She taught us all
tips & tricks of private fundraising!
Linda continued her workshop later on
by surfing all fund institutions'pages...
Unluckily, the connection was not very
good that day however she managed
very well. And the talk in the "Youth"

programme from the European
Commission. Bartek asked so many
questions, that is why I think he wanted
to organise something and it would be
gleat!
Agnieszka, Marco, Kasia and Luca kept
saying. . . "occio a la mierda"! 'Where on
Earlh did they get it from? Maybe from
the game about cultural differences,
whoknows...
And here comes Angela who wanted to
know more about the possibilities
offered by national youth councils and
the European Youth Forum; I think the
speakers did a good job answering her
questions!
Here's Marcus signature. It was fun
when he and I starled singing in the
karaoke Chinese restaurant.
Unfortunately, I don't know whether it
could be seen at the Public Relations

workshop...
Afterwards, everyone sang. Even
Johannes, the not-so-quiet conductor
about the debates on the future of
AEGEE, joined the singing!
That's Julek. Yes, Julek, I know that I
have to write this article for the News
Bulletin... I still have so rnany things to
finish...
Organising this European School II has
been everything but an easy thing. We all
have had to work very hard and
overcome an awful amount of
obstacles... But we have made it, Pau,
Jordi, Niels, Bemhard, nothing could
have been done without them and I think
we all have leamt a lot. I remember the
day when... The backpack slipped and
fell heavily on my foot. Oh, no! What
time is it? It's so late! And I finish
packing in a rush and go to the room to
pick up the teddy bear.
Anyone forthe next teddy?

Gemma O¡la Marfínez

I am staring at a teddy bear. It's been
there since 1 0'" July. A few seconds later,
my eyes turn towards my almost full
backpack. Should I squeeze the teddy
bear in, too?
I pick it up and I start reading
thoughtfully the names written on its T-
shirt...
Karolina - she arrived before 1" July
because she wanted to visit Barcelona
before the Eulopean School II started. . .

Pinar - her laughter was so contagious,
especially during that welcome dinner
wehad!
Irene who dyed her hair and stained the
bathroom tiles red at the student
lesidence where we stayed !

Roman, the salsa dancer, r'ecounting his
personal, wonderfully comprehensive
historyofAEGEE...
Sebastian who managed to combine
efficiently his lectures on project
management and shopping in town,
however I'm almost sure that the fact that
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Regional Meetings, lnternal Education and more...
Sfefan Hauk

Usually when ¡4ou decide to organise a

Regional Meeting you choose one point
offocus:
¡basic Internal Education for
newcomers
.regional trouble-shooting and co-
operation for board members
ostrategies for the European level of
AEGEE for the very experienced
activists
This time it was different. At the Agora
in Utrecht the delegates and visitors of
the D-A-CH region, which I am taking
care of as Network Commissioner,
expressed a strong wish for a new
Regional Meeting, which was then
scheduled for the2-4 June. However, the
list of applicants was as heterogeneous
as AEGEE itself. Among the 30
participants we could welcome some
new members who wanted to begin their
AEGEE adventure with a Regional
Meeting, as well as board members, new
and experienced ones. Fortunately also
people like Marcus Khoury Bemhard

Müller, Stefan Recksiegel, Uta Sievers
and many more did not miss the
opportunity to share their knowledge
and to motivate the others and, of course,
to be motivated themselves in the end.
Having such an abundance of Human
Resources, we decided to try an unusual
approach for this Regional Meeting:
covering all three of the above
mentioned fields of interest with high-
quality lectures, workshops and
discussions. The programme \ryas not
simply fixed by the Netcommie. Instead,
a lot ofpeople gave their proposals and
contributions many weeks before on the

Jens Kottsieper

In June 2000 AEcEE-Kaiserslautem
organized its first Internal Education
Evening (IEE). The ideawas to combine
an informative evening with pleasant
ambience. Reports, stories, workshops
and presentations made up for the fotmer
and a well prepared dinner and drinks
contributed to the latter. This evening
should encourage the participants to
leam by themselves. Fortunately the
conference 'Fast Food Society'had taken
place just a few days before, and some
of the organizers could already share
their experience.
At the beginning, one of the "savers" of
the antenna in 1995 (when our antenna

regional mailing list AEGEE-REG-L. In
that way it was clear that there would be
interesting topics for everyone. At this
point we introduced something that you
normally do not have at meetings of this
size: parallel workshops. This concept
turned out to be a great success, due to
the marvellous teachers we had.
In the morning session Marcus and Uta
took care of the new members and gave
them an excellent demonstration of the
AEGEE spirit, while Max Müschenborn
and myselfwere leading an IT case work
in the computer lab. Afterwards we had a
mandatory status-quo survey on the
situation of the various locals. The first
cornmon workshop was on regional co-
operation and was very successful: the

was almost lying on the ground) told the
participants about the history of
AEGEE-Kaiserslautern, which began in
1990. Later the workshops took place:
"The virtual world of AEGEE Europe"
with a practical example in the computer
rooms of the University, and "Project
Management I : Planning, Co-ordination
and Teamwork". After dinner the
workshops continued with the topics of
"successful Fundraising" and "Project
Management 2: Logistics". In these

areas AEGEE Kaiserslautern could
conclude the successes but also failures
of the last conference, and the
participants could develop ways of
improving organisation of an event.
Ofcourse, such an evening can not give

outcome 'was a common approach
towards regional newspapers and
magazines, an exchange of hints for
strategic sponsors and a common PR
strategy.
Afterwards the group was divided again.
One group discussed ideas for joint
projects among locals, while the board
members of certain antennae met to
develop strategies to prevent the
continuity problem they had to face at
that time. In the evening people
interested in the no-show problem,
which struck the region quite hard the
month before, prepared a discussion
round. Of course, as it is typical for this
problem, there was no real result
produced, although many different
approaches were proposed.
On the last day parallel workshops were
held on fund-raising interviews and
gaining new members. The latter one
was also quite interesting because the
participants told us how they came to
AEGEE, e.g. one girl said "I came to
AEGEEbecause I missedthe bus".
Finally everybody gathered together
again and stafied to talk about the aims
and the prohle of AEGEE in the future,
based on the statements on the future of
AEGEE that were handed in during the
AGORAinUtrecht.
This great meeting was perfectly hosted
by AEGEE-Bayreuth. They provided a
professional and comfortable
environment, although the meeting was
moved from München to Bayreuth only
two weeks before.
"The Academy will profit a long time
from the experience we got in
Bayreuth..."

you all the information you need to
manage an antenna or even to organize
an event. But it is the first step to get
involved inAEGEE. Apart from that, the
IEE gave me (being in charge of the
presidency of AEGEE Kaiserslautern)
the opportunity to find my successor!
Right now AEGEE-Kaiserslautem is
preparing the next IEE in January 2001.
It is trying on to make this IEE more
popular in the region so that the
neighbour-antennae would enjoy it, too.
This has two reasons: firstly, IEE
becomes more common in the local
activities of several antennae and
secondly, the exchange in the
neighbourhood preserves a better
network.

Internal Education Evening in Kaiserslautern
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AEGEE Spirit

'e,

Oana Mailatescu

News Bulletin: Let's go to the first
question : Wat is AEGEE for you? What
is yourvisíon ofour association?
Oana: To me, AEGEE is a mafter of
feeling: I see it as a spirit, a positive
spirit, that is, which guides (and
changes) European students; first you
come across AEGEE, then you join in...
And one day you find yourself
completely transformed in a very
positive way. You meet an infinity of
people and variety of cultures, you
exchange experiences, and you try (even
manage, eventually) to understand
different people and to leam to live with
them; not only to adapt yourself, but also
to make your work and life easier.
Thanks to this understahding we tend to
be complementary to one another. We
come from different countries, from
varying backdrops, but we do have the
same 'feeling'. And this feeling would
actually be AEGEE. It is uniting us, and
we are striving to make the whole of
AEGEEbetter.
NB: What is AEGEE now? How the
theoty (what AEGEE should be) goes
along with practice (what AEGEE in
fact ß)?
Oana: Theory is always different from
practice. If you take AEGEE as a whole,
you see that things are working very
well. Why? Because \Me are students'
organisation, we are not professionals!

Some temporary problems are always to
crop up, but we never fail to get them
over with. If we look at the past, we see
that we used to have a lot of active locals
in different regions ofEurope and now
we no longer have them. Maybe in two
years those locals will be revitalised by
survivors, but this is also a matter of
generation. AEGEE is dealing with
people and is based on people - and that
exerts great influence on what is
happening. If we focused our activities
on objectives or criteria that should
seem unreasonable, people would
simply not bother to partake or to work.
And that is why, on balance, AEGEE
works well, very well, and there is no
need for criticism. We are quite
professional in what we are doing, not to
mention that we are just students, still
young and not that experienced; we
learn by practice and we have to teach
one another. We have a huge potential,
but on the other hand we continuously
have to take care ofwhat is needed and
of how people may adapt, while still
bearing in mind our future projects and
alms.
NB: Now you have been more than one
year in the CD, what do you think has
changed during that time?
Oana: Many things have changed.
About a year ago, for instance, when we
started, there were lots of unclear
matters; it was all mess and fuss, so to
say. All those things have been put right,
and at present the situation is more
stable. There are always heaps of
activities and everything that happens
in the Network is very dynamic and this
strongly impairs the character of the
CD's operation and it is a vivid one.
Again, I am positive that in the next 6
months the CD will try to maintain at
least the same level to keep things
running; but on top of that, there is
something that we all should be aware
of, namely that work in the CD depends
heavily on people. We should give them
a chance to adapt, and therefore we need
to set the criteria a little lower. And after

a while they will find the work, they will
share its spirit, and they may perform
really well. And once again, it depends
very much on people and you can never
be sure if the CD will work, so this is
somewhat relative. But it goes without
saying that it also depends on the input
fromthe outside. Often enough, the CDs
are short of committed and sensible
people, but if you get someone from the
outside, (from the network, for one, or
from the commissions) they can provide
constructive criticism - and ifyou accept
it - problems are likely to be solved
successfully in the long run.
NB: llhat are, in your opinion, our
biggest pluses qnd minuses? Wat are
we really good at and what do we do
wrong?
O: Again, I would refer to our spirit. This
we do have to protect... Our pros, on
balance, are the ideas and the motivating
powers which guide us along with all our
activities in general. And the negative
side? Sometimes we find ourselves a
little too insular. What we ought to work
on is opening a little bit to the outside
world, trying to co-operate more with
other organisations, and looking more
eagerly at what others are doing. This
poses no risk for us, because ofthe very
structure of our aims, and the structure of
the European (and local) level. There is
definitely no risk of fierce competition
with others or of being afraid that the
others may do us any harm. Only when
we open a little wider to the outside, will
we succeed...
NB: llhat is thefuture of AEGEE, what
should be done and improved?
We have to remember that the idea of the
united Europe in some regions is not as

catching as it used to be.
The types of events should stay the
same, but they should also be adapted to
the environment. AEGEE should
redefine its aims a bit, and focus on
training members in older to achieve
them. Completing all those goals will
ensure AEGEE a stable and successful
future.

Liaison Officer for the European Gultural Foundation
Koen G. Berden

The European Cultural Foundation in
Amsterdam is a foundation that
promotes activities and conferences in
the fields of civil society and cultural
pluralism. Their geographical focus is
on Southern and Eastern European
countries. Over the past year the ECF
has given grants to AEGEE-Minsk
(conference on Art), the Peace Summit

and Balkan ldea. Right now there is also
an application standing for financial
supporl for the Final Conference in Cluj
Napoca, in Romania next April.
At the moment I am Liaison Offrcer for
AEGEE-Europe to the ECF. It is great
fun! I have now been visiting the ECF in
Amsterdam and the people there,
especially those we are in contact with,
are very nice and openminded. The
ECF-structure is changing now but
AEGEE is asked for feedback and has

offered its help to 'think along'.
Therefore if things are to change for
sure, you will hear from me again!
What I would like to stress here frnally,
is that the ECF might also be there for
YOU! Pleasse do not tum to the ECF
directly, as all contacts go through the
CD and myself, but if you are interested
or wondering whether the ECF can do
anything for you, please do not hesitate
to contactme!
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The Audit Gommission

Bemhard Miiller

It's about Risk Management

\üriting about the Audit Commission
(AC) is not the easiest thing. For those
who are familiar with finances and the
tasks involved, it is preffy obvious what
it is good for what it does. But in AEGEE
those are not the majority and this fact is
actually one of the charms of AEGEE.
For most others to get an insight means

to avoid fancy expert vocabulary but
explain it in a simple way.
Now, when we talk about the activities
of AEGEE-Europe there are always
(without exception) finances involved.
Some money to be spent for phone calls,
travels, promotion materials etc. and
hopefully also some income to cover
these expenses. If the responsible don't
manage to raise the funds sufficiently or
spend too much, we make a loss and if
AEGEE-Europe does it one time too
often, it goes bankrupt and our dream is
over. Looking at the history this is not so

far-fetched, AEGEE-Europe was
already a few times quite close to
bankruptcy. Let's not forget that
AEGEE-Europe had stafied with a big
loss which the funding generation
managed to cover only afterwards.
The conclusion ofthe last paragraph is
then that whatever we do in AEGEE-
Europe, whatever project we start and

carry out, there is always a certain risk
involved. The risk can be smaller or
bigger depending on the size of the
budgets and so on. All these single
project risks meet and merge in the
budget and financial report of AEGEE-
Europe, prepared by the treasurer of
AEGEE-Europe.
The treasurer is the one that keeps the
overview, decides about expenses and
proposes budget lines, then to be
approved by the Agora. She, currently it
Is Karina Häuslmeieq has to run after the
debtors (e.g. antennae not paying their
membership fees) and to check the
claims of creditors (e.g. the phone bill)
and pay them in time. She has to see to it
that AEGEE-Europe caîpay its bills at
any point of time, so that everybody can

work smoothly and we don't lose our
credibility. Being economical goes

without savins. a strict reoutation helos
NewsBu

description ofher task.
Now, the Audit Commission can be
said to have two main tasks:
. Checking the correctness of the
bookkeeping and the balance sheet
. Checking the financial procedures and

tools for obvious or hidden risks
In short, check and support the work of
the Treasurer of AEGEE-Europe.
The f,rrst one is pretty obvious, it is
always basic parl of the work of the
Audit Commission to check the
correctness of the bookkeeping. In
general the bookkeeping should provide
a true and fair view on the finances of our
organisation. That means for example
that it is complete, that all bills are

included and that there are no bookings
without a bill. But also that is easy to
understand for anyone else than the
treasurer her/himself. The Balance sheet

and Financial Report should be
comparable to former periods as well as

to the respective budget. Some more
principles could be added, but I think
you got the idea. Apart from the general
accounting principles, the Audit
Commission checks carefully whether
the rules in the Statutes, especially the
Financial Working Format have been

respected (e.g. for reimbursements).
Depending on the quality of the work of
the respective treasurer this task can be

nice and easy or extremely exhausting
for the Audit Commission. Luckily, so

far I experienced the easier side ofthis
task.
The second task, checking the risks in
our financial procedures, gets a higher
priority when the fìrst task is easily
accomplished and the Audit
Commission has time and professional
capacity to have a look into this. What
does this mean for example? It means for
example that the Audit Commission has

a look at the computer on which the
bookkeeping software is running and

OTHERCOMMISSIONS,,,
Members elected by the AGORA compose üe commissions. Their aim is to supervise the

keeping to the rules, which direct the functioning of AEGEE.
. The Audit Commission - you know it already from the article above...
. The Juddical Gommission must verify the conformity of the Statutes of eaú AEGEE local

with the model defined by AEGEE-Europe, verify signatures of the Convention d'Adhésion,

integrate and depose the modifications of the Statutes adopted by the AGORA, ln addition it

presents a report during the AGORA.
. The Network Commission is responsible for the æntact with the Network, They work in co
operation with the CD to improve the network. lt tries to improve the communication between

the localsand the CD.
. The Members' Commission is responsible for making decisions in all æses, which may

lead, to the expulsion of an ordinary member(AEGEE localorworking group).

to reduce the number of
claims and therefore the
expenses a lot. This is of
course not a complete

checks whether there is a regular backup
of the current bookkeeping, preferably
on a daily basis. The AC also cheqks
how difhcult or easy it is to change or
even delete bookings without trace.
Who has access to the bank accounts and
the cash chest? One of the most
important issues is of course to check the

"quality" ofour creditors, so the invoices
and claims we sent to our creditors (e.g.

sponsors, antennae). Even big
companies can be ruined by relying on
"rotten" creditors, i.e. creditors that
refuse or are unable to pay what they
owe to them. Prudence is the decisive
word here. Any identified "rotten"
creditor means an additional expense or
loss in the Financial Report. It is natural
that a Treasurer, together with the whole
Comité Directeur, prefers to show a

profit in the financial report or only the
smallest loss possible and this means a

very complex conflict of interest when
judging these creditors. Therefore some

objective outsiders' view is needed to
ensure the highest level ofprudence.
Who should become Audit
Commissioner or what a candidate
should bringwith:
An Audit Commissioner should be hrm
in f,rnances both from a theoretical and
practical perspective. He/She should be
also quite familiar with the way that
AEGEE-Europes functions. A real
dedication to AEGEE-Europe and its
aims is very helpful, it is required to
spend at least one weekend in Brussels
as well as to be present at the Statutory
meetings and be equipped with the usual
means of communication, e-mail. All in
all, it is not so diff,rcult to become firm in
finances or get acquainted after some
time with the way AEGEE-Europe
works. The task implies a high
responsibility and entails a greal
learning experience.
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Express yourself in Europe and Possibly Win a
Eurorail Ticket!

)

)

Marcus Khoury

In order to get young people to express
their own visions of a more borderless
Europe, AEGEE Europe, has decided to
organise an essay contest for young
Europeans. The aim is to foster
discussions on mobility issues and
gather opinions on cultural and political
obstacles standing in the way of free
movement in Europe. Check out the
following website:
www.aegee.org/borderlesseurope/essay
/index.html.
Students taking part can choose to write
about their personal experiences or
provide readers with their own
suggestions. The contest is held in two
languages: English and French.
Mr.Robert Evans, MER Vice-Chairman
of the Committee on Culture, Youth and
Education, a representative of the
academic world, and a member of
AEGEE-Europe will make up the jury to
evaluate essays handed in from such far-
away cities as Baku and Las Palmas.
The f,rrst prizes are a free global interrail

Bartek Nowak

,,'What you call Europe, we call home" -
We often use this popular adage in
AEGEE. But what does "Europe" really
mean? Canwe def,rne it?
While reading different books, we come
across many def,rnitions ofEurope. Why
is this so? There are still too many
borders for the common European
Identity to become a fact. The question
is: how can we solve that problem, how
to break the borders, how to surmount all
the obstacles? Sometimes people seem
to be squeezed in some sorts of eggs,
with no intention to crush their shells.
They have no chance to leam about other
people, about their cultures and ways of
behaviour. Therefore the main aim of the
Borderless Europe project is to break the
shells, to overcome the borders.
Our first step to achieve it would be to
raise awareness to existing borders and
divisions. The next question is: which
are the most dangerous ones? Two key
points to discuss are the concepts of
borders and mental borders.
The most important word is mobility. If
people are mobile, they have a chance to
travel extensively, to get to know
different cultures and ways ofbehaviour.

ticket for one month and the
participation in the Final Conference of
the AEGEE year-plan topic ,,Borderless
Europe" in Cluj Napoca, Romania for
free. Another first prize is giving
opportunity to take part in one of
AEGEE's yearly held Summer
Universities (fully reimbursed) in one of
around ninety European university cities
from Sevilla, Spain to L'viv, the
Ukraine.
What could be easier? What all the
participants have to do is to join the
Borderless Europe Essay Contest and
write an essay of not more than 600
words on one ofthe following topics:
I ),,Mr. President, distinguished
members of the European
Parliament(...)" - the author is asked to
prepare a speech on the obstacles to the
free movement of students, workers or
citizens in general, to be delivered at the
session of the European Parliament.
2) the author's Vision of a Borderless
Europe
3) or the author's suggestions on ,,How
to overcome Borders in Europe?"
(Possible topics to be discussed are

They can learn how to be more tolerant.
Therefore, mobility is our Key to
Europe. The nexttwo groups oftopics in
Borderless Europe project are mobility
oflabour and mobility in education.
The real obstacle to mobility in Europe
is the visa problem. Is this possible for
Europe to exist without visas and what
would be the result of such policy? Do
visa requirements mean violating
humanrights?
Nowadays, our project involves 18

conferences and seminars. Six of them,
and the Borderless Europe Rally, have
already taken place. During those events
lve were carrying out researches on
Borderless Europe (it is very imporlant
to present them to the European society
and European institutions). The whole
cycle will come to an end in Cluj Napoca
(21 25.04.2000). The final conference
will sum up the results ofthe BE project.
The parlicipants will work mainly in
study groups of 15 to 20 people. They
will focus on five groups of subjects,
analyse and discuss them with some
experts and prepare the conclusions for
the result brochure. Moreover, they will
prepare opinion papers on topics they
regard as the most imporlant.
One ofthe central parts ofthe Borderless

politics, the economy, society and
culture)
Partners of the essay contest are
wwwjobs.advefis.de, Penguin Books,
brittanica.co.uk, and European Internet
Seminars Association organizing annual
summer schools for students and young
professionals interested in Internet
related fields. For more information go
to www.euria.org.
The dpadline for handing the essays is
the3l ofJanuary200l.

Participants are asked to send their
essay by e-mail to the following
address
borderlesseu rope@aegee.org
or by postto
AEGEE Europe
Borderless Europe Essay Contest
Po Box72
B - 1040 Etterbeek I Brussels
Belgium

Europe project is the Essay Contest. It
aims at fostering discussions on mobility
issues and at gathering students'
opinions on cultural and political
obstacles blocking up the way of free
movement ofpeople on our continent.
Despite there is a lot of activity. you can
stilljoin our year-plan project. The local
activity is also very welcome. What can
you do? It is very simple. You can
organise antema exchange, especially if
the locals come from different countries
where there are many political
problems. Besides, you can also
organise a day out for border research,
inform your members and other students
about the opportunities of mobility in
Europe. Local events can take a couple
of hours or even a day and consist of a

lecture, a panel discussion, distribution
of information material, or an awareness
campaign. But do
always informus!

www.aegee.org/
borderlesseurope

Borderless Europe - A Dream or Reality to Gome True?

)

)
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Marcus Khoury

Making our voice heard
altogether in 2001

Summer University, conferences, fun
and serious work, European integration
and European Night, politics and parfy,
and what else: Agora, Key to EuroPe,
Education for Democracy... Help me:

V/hat is AEGEE about?
Not a new question, I admit. Because we
consider our organisation to be an

interdisciplinary one, we bring the
physics student from Helsinki and the
scholar in languages from Athina
together on a multitude of different
occasions whether in Kyiv or Valletta or
somewhere else in Europe.
The projects in AEGEE focus on a wide
variety oftopics from cultural exchange
to lobbying for a European dimension in
higher education, from international
politics (with in some cases a focus on
the Balkans), human rights, sustainable
development to information technology.
Possibly too much to give a clear image
to a language scholar in Athina or a

student of physics in Helsinki and many
more including us?
Well, the Yearplan Projects serve as a

guiding light among all these activities.
Their aim is to encourage a discussion
on a certain topic among young people
from all over Europe and to enable them

Karina Häuslmeier

"Active citizenship" - what does this
expression really mean to you? Are you as

an AEGEE member aware of the political
agenda of Europe? Are you involved in it
or do you put forward the old excuse:

AEGEE is not apolitical organizafion...
It is true that we are not linked to any
political party, but still European
Integration- the aim we are striving for is a

highly political issue and it concerrìs

everybody in Europe, the EU citizens as

exist among the younger Europeans in
our age when it comes to the toPic
enlargement? I, personally, remember
very well how one participant from
Eastern Europe said in a workshop I led
on "European ldentity": "As long as I see

two exits in an airport, one for EU
citizens and one for, well, the others, I
will not feel European! I feel left out of
Europe."
But maybe the potential risks are higher
than the expected benef,rts to head
directly for enlargement now? How
might the European Union, yet most of
all how might Europe look like after this
process? There are opinions, ideas,

thoughts and voices to be heard, whether
in a classroom in Katowice, in a bulletin
published in Wien, or a website designed
in Amsterdam. It is our voice we cannot
afford closing our ears to.
A multinational team of organisors has

to be set up as soon as possible, the PR
Responsible for the "Quo Vadis Europe"
Project can come from Bonn, whereas
the Fundraising Responsible studies in
Cagliari, the treasuer in Kobenhavn and
together they meet in Brussels in
AEGEE-Europe's headoffice with the
Project Responsible of the CD. A logo
has to be made and a poster as well,
sponsors need to be approached and also
foundations.
Antennae have to be found and
encouraged to contribute with activities
to this project. A conference in Rijeka, a

lecture in Grenoble, a visit to the
Ministry ofForeign Affairs in Bucuresti,
altogether a project all over Europe on
where Europe shall go: Quo Vadis
Europe?
Oh yes, and still we do party in AEGEE -
like at the European Night of the Final
Conference of Quo Vadis Europe? In
Brussels together with Guiseppe,
Xenon, Anne-Sophie and you.

well as the Non-EU citizens. For us -
European student association members -
there are a lot of possibilities to influence
the political agenda and to participate
actively in the process of building Europe.
A great opportunity to show our interest in
these matters is the Nice Summit in
December 2000 where several events will
take place giving young people the chance
to raise their voice and " Say yes to a

Europe ofthe People".

Quo Vadis Europe?
to organise activities dealing with that
topic. Activities as diverse as

conferences, lectures, publications,
etc...
The results of these activities are

presented to European decision makers.
This helps us as AEGEE members to
give a contribution to the most important
developments taking place in our
European society. A whole chain of
events taking place all over Europe and
involving students and all the interested
people has much greater impact thanjust
one conference held once in one city.
So what is the most important
development today which actuallY
decides where Europe is heading to from
now on? Quo vadis Europe?
No, this is not just the Latin translation
of the question asked in the previous
sentence, it is the title of AEGEE's next
yearplan topic that deals with no other
issue than the coming enlargement of the
European Union and its consequences

for all of the European society. We are

facing the biggest enlargement of the
European Union ever. It is going to
change the political map ofEurope inthe
upcoming years drastically, with 13 of
the most diverse countries from Estonia
over Malta to Turkey willing and
allowed to participate in this process.

The enlargement process will without
any doubt affect our lives. The current
EU countries have to adapt to opening
up to the new ones. The aPPlicant
countries themselves have to fulhl the
membership criteria. And while they are

intensiôring the co-operation with the
European Union they have to redehne
their relationship with neighbouring
countries that will or might remain
outside the European Union after this
enlargement process. But how do
Europeans feel in those countries that
will not be accepted or that are not
involved in the process to begin with?
Can they even beneht from this situation
or will they mainly face disadvantages?
What kind of hopes and fears actually

Say Yes to the Europe of the PeoPle
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On the occasion of the Nice Summit the

EU Heads of State and Government will
meet to conclude the Intergovernmental
Conference (IGC) starled in February.
The issues that the European Council
will deal with are vital to the interest of
all Europeans, for example the
institutional reform of the European
Institutions as precondition for the
Enlargement. Furthermore they should
also take decisions on citizens rights,
explicitly onthe Charter of Fundamental
Rights. Seeing the latest developments
of the ongoing IGC there are heavy
doubts whether the outcome of the Nice
Summit will be anything more than just
a modif,rcation of existing institutions

and decision-making processes. It
should be a clear step towards
establishing an European constitution
which would facilitate the Enlargement
process.
Various pro-European organisations and
citizens movement will organise the so-

called Nice 2000 Civil Society Summit
to demand the inclusion of the citizens in
building the Europe of the future and re-
founding Europe on the basis of human
rights and on the fundamental principles
of democracy, European citizenship and
solidarity.
You, as AEGEE member, can take Part
in the events organized by the Steering
Committee " Youth forNice 2000" (JEF-

services for students.
Our most successful projects are the
Summer Universities which every year
give 2500 young Europeans the chance

to go abroad for at least 2 weeks for a

very cheap price. It is a chance to explore
other cultures by meeting PeoPle,
learning languages etc. Summer
Universities are summer holidays for
many AEGEE members. The
opportunity to relax from their studies
and to enjoy the funny side of life.
Therefore the fun-aspect is a very
important factor in this project. As the
SUs are our most successful projects,
there might be wrongly perceived as a
fun association.
On the other hand, the Summer
Universities can also be seen as the hearl
of our network. Especially those locals
who are far away from the centre of
Europe (Iberian Peninsula, South Italy,
Ukrainian and Turkish locals) can
participate actively in our network
through these events. Ifthese locals were

ldealtriangle:

ldealism

CV
CV Fun

concentrated on organising 2-3 days'
conferences in their towns they would
not attract a lot of participants. It is

simply too expensive to travel so far for a
conference, but a two-week visit is
worlh it. So, through the Summer
University all parts of our network are

able to participate actively, without the
risk to organize events that would have
low attendance.

ROJ ECTS

Young European Federalists being the
Organisational Secretariat and AEGEE
forming part of the Committee) which
includes an NGO Forum on December 6

and a European Youth Convention and a

Public Demonstration on December 7.

You will have the chance to be at the
summit, make your voice heard and to
contribute to building the future of
Europe, a Europe ofthe people!

For further information and
application: www.jef-
europe.org/nice2000 and
secretariat@jef-eu roPe. org

To avoid the SU-Project which shape the
external image of our association, we
need to have activities which focus more
on the idealistic and the CV-aspect of
our association. The ideal Yearplan-
Projects which we established in 1993

are the most important projects in this
field. Projects like "Europe and Euro",
"Peace Academy" or "Borderless
Europe" showed that we are interested in
discussing topics which are regarded as

important on the European agenda.

Unfortunately, these activities take
place mainly in Germany, the
Netherlands, Poland, Romania and
Turkey while countries such as Italy
which have the second biggest network
participate very seldom.
The CV-aspect in AEGEE is on the other
hand covered by the European Schools
(AEGEE Academy) offering our
members the chance to learn how to

organize events, make PR, projects or
run NGOs. This is more formal
education that AEGEE offers, through

Not ideal Triangles: tdealism

ldealism

Fun

Fun

the practical part such as organizing
projects and activities we gain different
kind of experience (informal education).
To conclude, I would say that our
activties and projects shape the direction
of our association and that we should
always take care of planning our future
activities in a way, that all three
motivators are somehow equallY
included.

Projects - Shaping the Direction of AEGEE?

Sebasfian Kuesener

"AEGEE ... ah! The organisation of
economics students that deals with the
Euro currency", that was often heard in
1997, when "Europe and Euro" was our
Yearplan Topic. Today, new members
that I had the chance to talk to at the PM
told me that they see the hght against
visas and the better mobility of
European citizens as AEGEE-Europe's
main aim. Other people simply regard us

as a fun organization or sort of a travel
agency through which they can get a

cheap summerholiday for 100 Euro...
The topic that I would like to discuss is
the idea that projects are shaping the
external image of AEGEE. MY
subjective analysis starts with the
assumption that there are three
motivators for joining AEGEE , which
were pointed out by the Regional
Meeting in München in 1998 : idealism,
careerism (to get skills and experience)
and fun. In the eyes of many AEGEE
people we should try to reach a balance
between these three motivators, as too
much fun-orientated association would
not really attract members striving for
European integration. At the same time,
an association that is only concerned
with serious matters would miss the
unique AEGEE-spirit, which is needed
to gain motivation for our voluntary
work. Getting some skills for your future
life is also motivating, although we
should not only aim at offering training

CV
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Peace Summit
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FronkBurgdörfer

Students from 22 different countries
gathered between August 16"' and2J"' in
Kusadasi in Turkey. They came together
for the "Peace Summit" organised by
AEGEE-Ankara and AEGEE-Athina.
It was the final event of AEGEE's
"Peace Academy Project", a series of
conferences and seminars which have
taken place in various cities all over
Europe mainly in1999."
Our aim was to bring together all aspects

discussed during the project. We wanted
the final event to allow comparisons and
to give new insights," says Basak
Candemir, one of the "driving forces"
behind the project.
The event stafted with lectures on
International Relations, on different
kinds and aspects of conflicts, and on
approaches of handling them. Eight case

study groups were formed and discussed
intensively different international
conflicts (Balkans, Caucasus, Southeast
Anatolia), underlying factors of wars
(right wing extremism, history writing
in schoolbooks), and modern
developments towards a stabilisation of
intemational politics (European Union,
United Nations). Each group
consisting ofabout l5 participants from
different countries listened to a lecture
on the respective topic in the very
beginning, and discussed it in-depth
afterwards moderated by experienced
AEGEE members. According to the
moderator Raimund Kamp (AEGEE-
Hamburg) the motivation was high and
the contributions were extremely
interesting. "It was nice to see how
during our simulation the mediating

girls from Serbia and Croatia came up
with possible solutions for the Caucasus
conflict."
At the end the participants took over
different roles in order to negotiate a

solution for the Cyprus problem. During
intensive talks in different rooms the UN
diplomats, supported by British,
American, Russian and EU
representatives, tried to find a way in
which the "frozen conflict"

on the Island could be overcome.
Although even Turkey and Greece
played a rather constructive role and a
draft agreement was on the table, the
government of the (Greek) Republic of
Cyprus decided not to accept it in the
veryend.
"We wanted our participants to
understand what is behind peace or
conflict, what makes conflicts arise and
what helps to deal with them," says
Dijan Albayrak, the project co-
ordinator. AEGEE-Ankara and
AEGEE-Athina supported by the
"interrrational academic team" formed
for this pulpose greatly succeeded in
doing so.

NrrwoRK
Regional Schoolings Report

Jakub Lisiecki

The Spring Agora in Utrecht was a

valuable opportunity to meet people of
all Polish antennae. In a little inner
agenda we stated that fewer and fewer
experienced members and the Boards
were in danger of discontinuity. At the
same time there are lots of new members
who really want to act, but they don't
know how to do it. To follow up their
enthusiasm we have decided to organize
a cycle of country-ranged schooling
programmes. The merits is the business
of NetCom, the logistics is look-out of a
local Antenna. Two of such schooling
programmes have already taken place.
July 7 through July 9 the most active new

Polish AEGEE members met in Poznan
at a FR-School. Grzegorz Stanisz
pumped his knowledge into our brains
until they almost burned! Grzegorz was
the one and the only speaker. And the
best, ofcourse...
From sunrise (10.00 a.m....) to sunset
(7.30 p.m....) he was presenting us the
hardest work in AEGEE, fund-raising,
as a piece of cake and we learned to eat
this cake with appetite. Finding financial
sources, contacting them, telephones,
faxes and negotiations with sponsors is
it really so difficult? No. Lectures,
workshops and icebreakers were so

cool, that we'll never forget them,
because they gave us a speed to acf.
Besides, the evenings were hot and the

nigths long. Results? Another
schooling, this time of PR, has been
organized by the new members of
AEGEE-Katowice.
Sept.22 through Sept. 24 in a mountain-
village at the end of the world (100 km
from Katowice) we were bombed by
Karolina Pomorska, Bartek Nowak,
Marcin Polak and again Grzegorz (you
know...) with PR-techniques:
contacting with mass-media, gaining
new members, designing of placards,
internal communication. What was so

fascinating about it? That you can come
to a Franciscan Monastry and have a
marvellous time with no obstacles
and...two barrels of beer! Like
previously, there were around 25 people
from all over the country at this event. In
larger groups it is hard to manage
effective workshops.
The next schooling, of HR this time,
takes place in Lublin in October. I hope,
it's gonna be as cool as those two. For the
present we limit ourselves to the Polish
borders, but in the future... perhaps it is
possible to olganize such events on the
intemational level?... Greetings to all
participants of the previous event.
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Scholarship Program'nEducation for Democracy
Off¡cially Opened in Groningen.

Diana Nlss/er

It was more than a year ago that a group
of AEGEE members came up with the
idea of organizing a scholarship
program for fellow students from
Yugoslavia and Kosovo. Meanwhile,
this project has been realized;. in
September ten students arived at their
host universities throughout Germany
and the Netherlands, the remaining five
fstudents] followed in October.
From 29th of September to lst of
October the opening seminar took place
in Groningen. For the first time, all
people involved in EfD had the chance
to meet personally. After a solemn
official opening in the Groningen Cify
Hall, funny team building games sewed
as a good opportunity to get to know
each other.
The following day, it was time for the
EfD participants to explore the subject
of the seminar "identity": Vy'hat does
this abstlact term actually describe?
What are the factors defining one's
identity? Can one person have several
identities? The group discussed lively
these and other questions in a relaxed
atmosphere coached by a professional
tutor. Surprising results have been
discovered by the participants and some
Dutch students when they had to write
down their perception of the
Yugoslavian and, respectively, the
Dutch people.

AEGEE-Valletta 2no European
Conference, 8'L14'^ November
2000

Marco Debono

AEGEE-Valletta with the collaboration
of AEGEE-Europe, ESN, ESIB, the
Socrates Office at the University of
Malta, the Malta-EU Information
Centre, and Euractiv.com will be hosting
40 European students for 3 days, where
with the parlicipation of students from
the University of Malta, we will be
discussing the ways in which an
experience like an Erasmus exchange, as

well as other related EU programmes,
can be ofbenefit to students rather than
come as a serious shock.
Malta has just been invited to take parl in
the numerous EU programmes on the
offeq following the re-activation of our
application to become full EU metnbeLs.
Maltese students can now start
benefiting fron new opportunities to

Talks continued after the lecture while
enjoying a traditional Dutch dinner'
plepared by the members of AEGEE-
Groningen. The organizing team seized

this oppoltunity to learn more about the

expectations ofthe participants and their
fir'st impressions of the program. During
a meeting the participants suggested a

numbel of PR activities. Among other
things, they planned to make a video
tape about their life as exchange students
in the Netherlands and Germany. They
also contributed to the EfD websites
(www.aegee.org/efd)
by publishing a diary
and the seminar
results.
For the Agora in
Udine a presentation
on students situation
in Yugoslavia and
Kosovo will be
prepared.
By now, the
organizing team
starled thinking about
the futule of
E,ducation for
Democlacy. The
project became
known and respected
with a number' of
NGOs and other institutions. A lot of
initial obstacles have been overcome.
Thus, the foundations for a "second
round" have already been laid. There is

enrich themselves with new experiences
and international exposure. However,
although many believe that such
programmes are of extreme benefit,
others prefer to study at home. This is
one of the aleas AEGEE-Valletta will be

exploring and possibly trying to find
positive solutions. Other areas of
discussion include the lecognition of
diplomas, university red-tape opening to
new challenges, language and cultural
problems and the role of student
organizations in facilitating integration,
as well as real life experiences of
European students who have been on an

Erasmus exchange.
AEGEE-Valletta would like to provide
fellow local students with the
opportunity to hear first-hand
experiences from people who have
attended such exchanges. By doing so,

AEGEE-Valletta will be pushing more
local students to jump on the Et'asmus
bus, travel to Europe, and broaden their
hol'izons through these intemational

sBullel¡n2

only one important thing missing so far:
a team willing to be responsible for a

group offellow students frorn the start
of the application plocedure untill the
last exchange student is back at their
home university and the last financial
reporl is written. If you do not cousidet
this idea too ternpting, let us assure you:
the experience you gain by organizing
such a program, and above all our great
participants, are worlh any effottl
If you should be interested in organizing
EfD II, do not hesitate to contact us:
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efd@aegee.olg or efd-c-l@aegee.uni-
kallsnrhe.de. For more information:
www.aegee.org/efd.

study opporlunities.
The unique partnership with different
Eulopean student associations, such as

ESN and ESIB, has guarauteed a better
and widespread selection of participants
for our conference. ESN has pushed this
invitation one step forward by sending
us one of their delegates to chair some
seminars.and assist us in the
organisation. Furthetmole, the Socrates

Office, as our main parlnel, will be
flying to Malta a key person from the
European Commission exclusively for
this occasion.
As for the evenings, AEGEE-Valletta

together with their new entefiainment
partners D-KRU Plomotions, has
prepared a fun-packed programme, plus
a 2-day post-conference tour of the
Maltese islands in the middle of the
Mediterranean sea.

For more infotmation, please visit:
aegeevalletta.webjump. com

Removing Borders ¡n Education
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Münster and Enschede, at a distance of
sixty kilometres and on the 'edges' of two
European countries. Could there be a
better basis to organise a conference on
the AEGEE's European Yearplan Topic
Borderless Europe? Vy'e offer you three
days of discussions and lectures,
workshops and excursions, paúies and
fun.
The Conference will staft on 14"' of
February 2001 in Münster where the
background and historical dimensions
of borders will be discussed. On the next
day there will be an excursion in the
Dutch-German border region, including

wurw. I ivi n go ntheed ges. co m
information@l ivingontheedges.com

After 9 months of heavy planning, "Fast
Food Society - today's need for speed",
the second convention of AEGEE-
Kaiserslautern started on May 18,2000.
Thursday noon the f,rrst participants
were welcomed at the train station. The
highlight of the first evening was the
screening of "Falling Down", which is
provocatively dealing with the meaning
of life in our last-moving society.
The topics of the convention were
divided into three fields with the focus
on the nutritional aspect offast food on
Friday, while the social and economic

approach was
dealt with on
Saturday.
The first
speaker, Dr.
Jörg-Thomas
Mörsel, food
chemist and
lecturer at the
Technische
Universität

lBerlin
explained the
basics of a
healthy diet
and then

a visit to the Euregro
centre in order to get to
know more about the
present of border regions.
On the third day you will
be the guest of AEGEE-
Enschede where you will
hear about the future of
borders in Europe.
In the morning of the first
day we will have a

plenary discussion on the concept of
borders: speakers from different
scientific fields, ranging from political
science to anthropologists, will try to
define the nature of borders. In the
afternoon we will have workshops and
another discussion- designed as an
"open chair" plenary. In the open chair
plenary two high-ranking specialists on
the field of borders - one having a

theoretical, the other a practical
background, will discuss borders from
their point of view. In the evening of the
first official day there will be a late
Valentine Party.
During the second day the Present of

border regions will be examined by
visiting an example of a border region,
Euregio: border region of Germany and
the Netherlands, the area between
Münster and Enschede.
With the past and present behind us, a

look at the future will be easier. This is
what we are going to do on the third day.
Focusing on the cultural aspect we want
to know how the ongoing change in the
border structure within the European
Union is going to affect different
cultures. Will it bring these cultures
closer together, maybe even to fotm a

common culture, or will it drive them
further apart, mainly to ensure
everyone's unique identity?

Fast Food Society - Today's
Need for Speed

Jens Kottsieper accompanied the group
on a guided tour through
the university's canteen
kitchen. Participants and
organisers alike we.e '
astounded by the ,,

experience of looking f
behind the curlain of ã F
large-scale kitchen and
for example seeing 100
kilos of pasta being
cooked at once.
The second speake¡ food
consultant Stefan Wütscher of Qualitäts-
Management-Service Kaisetslauteln
dealt with the requirements, the
ingredients and the concepts ofhealthy
nutdtion. He also went into the specific
details concerning fast food and their
implications on the diet.
During Angela Michelfelder's workshop
the participants had the opporlunity to
prepare their own hambutgers, in the
alternative workshop they leamt how to
bake a range of whole-grain rolls from
self-ground flour. "Never again for
manufactured rolls" was the common
opinion afterwards.
The third day starled with a very
interesting and entettaining report about
the history and culture of one ofthe most
famous fast food chains in the wolld:

McDonald's. Equally stirring and
parliculally clitical was the second
contribution by Dr. Alan V/. Erll about
the economic impact of fast food on
economy and society.
The closing lecture was held by
Vsevolod Jeltonogov, a student from
Moldavia, who compared fast food in
Eastern Europe to that in Vy'estern

Europe. This led to a lively discussion
among participants and accounts from
their different countries of origin were
heard, which showed that fast food isn't
just a nutritional term but a life-style.
European Night took place in the
university's own pafiy accommodation,
the Kramladen, with more than 100
guests, and lasted until the early morrring
hours.
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Drinking Artists or Artistic Drunks?
GuidoCagnoni

A report of TSU 2000 wine and
artspotting 3 bY AEGEE Venezia,
Treviso, Verona, Ferrara.
Two weeks spent on travelling, tasting
wine and making friends, this is the

summary of the T.S.U. "Wine and
Arlspotting III" organised by AEGEE-
Venezia, Treviso, Verona and Ferrara last
August, the biggest AEGEE's summer

consideration for wine, and for Italian
Ar1, which were our main points of
interest.
In the first place we visited the small and
charming city of Treviso. Included in the
sightseeing program was also a reception
at the town hall organised by the mayor,
but what impressed our guests most was
certainly the "tits fountain" - pretty
famous for its shape, or at least for its
name.

welcome our guests in Verona...And in
the evening: Aida, the opera, . an
impressive performance in the unique
atmosphere ofthe Arena. And something
unforgettable: fabulous night panorama
ofthe oldtown.
Fenara was the last stop of their long
joumey. The group visited all important
places in the town and spent a relaxing
evening somewhere betwee n pizzeria, arr
open air theatre and a little party in the
garden.
Anything worth a notice? Well, maybe
the interactive exhibition about music
that some of us attended in the Basilica's
mews. We enjoyed the experience of
editing and listening to an "aria" based
on a middle age Gregorian's chant
accompanied by a funky-jungle rhythm.
On Friday - another trip-to Ravenna, the
famous ancient capital of Roman
Westem empire, where we had the
chance to get to know both the most
famous Byzantine churches and the
popular sandwiches " piadina
romagnola" - in a few words: feed your
spirit and your stomach!
Saturday was the last day of the
TSU...European night! All sadness was
swept aside among dances, food, drinks
and the final commemorating photo. Big
greeting cards from participants, on
which they expressed all their words of
gratitude, was the best souvenir of the
wholeTSU.

which not only prevents all those who
wish to study abroad from fulfilling their
plans but also sets the monthly grants of
Erasmus students at a very low, barely
acceptable level. This year most
economic schools decided to let as many
students as possible go broad, at the
same time setting the monthly grant at

the minimal level. Other schools
decided to send fewer students, giving
them higher grants. This situation will
deteriorate in the close future.
Therefore Socrates Action Vy'eek and
other, similar initiatives in Poland are

aimed mainly at informing about the
program and giving a true picture of the
gloomy
situation.

*
*

The 3'u and 4'n day
were devoted to wine
and to visits to several
wine cellars of the
provlnce
Participants
appreciated the
importance and
deliciousness of wine
produces of this
region, thanks to
several tasting
experiences they
enjoyed.
Vy'e spent the last 2
days of the first week
in Venice and its
lagoon. People
finally realised that
there are cities in this

event ever organised in Italy.
The first week starled in Treviso, more
precisely in Casier, from where the
participants travelled everyday to
discover all known and yet undiscovered
aspects of Italian cuisine, with a special

Tomasz Helbin

Socrates is a programme of the EC
aimed at improving and integrating the
educational system of the European
community and the candidate countries.
AEGEE has got a long tradition of
cooperation with this programme
including the Socrates Action
Days/Weeks in the previous years as

well as the Socrates on the Move project
this year.
This autumn the SAW in 'Warsaw is
prepared by the Socrates Working
Group. It is aimed at presenting
Socrates, as well as other community

world where houses don't have cellars
and where there are no cars (but the air is
polluted anyway), where there are no
streets but only canals.
A nice walk among the fascinating
roman ru1ns was certainly the best way to

programmes such as Leonardo or
Youth, to the students of Vy'arsaw. The
presentations will be accompanied by
stands at the major universities and a big
Socrates Party. Local and national
coordinators of the progatmmes will
take part in this event, accompanied by
in-coming Erasmus students and
students who already have been on
Erasmus exchanges. All in all, we are

preparing a highly informative and
popular event telling the Polish students

how to benefit from the community
programmes and encouraging them to
do so.

The student mobility situation in Poland
is difficult but I guess it doesn't differ
much from what is happening in other
Eastern countries which participate in
the Socrates programme. Mobility is
extremely popular amongst students

although infonnation about the mobility
programmes remains poorly spread. The
biggest obstacle remains the budget of
the Socrates programme in Poland

Socrates Action Week 2000 in Warsaw
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Tulin Kaman

The members of AEGEE-Istanbul are preparing an
international event that is going to take place ot 23-25
February 2001 . It will last two full days.
The works will be split into three parts, namely a conference,
a panel discussion and workshops. Our aims are to exchange
experiences related to the expansion of Socrates Programme,
fotmation of a free education zone in Europe, and
implementation of peace, co-operation and integration in
Europe.
The issues ofthe program focus on European experience of
mobility in education, comparative analysis on Central
Eastetn European Countries and experience of European
integration, the latest experiences in participation in
community programs, future of European Educational
Action, importance of mobility and education in the peace
and democratisation process.
The expected number of participants is between 40 and 50.
We invite all Socrates Promoters and AEGEE members,

especially the members

For more information & from Albania, Bulgaria,

Tomasz Helbin

Socrates Programme
Discussed in Istam bu 1...

B¡rth of New Local
Trento Presents ltself...

Francesca Fedrizzi

I'm Froncesco ond I live in Trento, in the north-eost of ltoly. ll
is jusl six months ogo thot I become o member of AEGEE
(with Ihe help of one of my friends), ond now here I om,
glod to tellyou ollthol the Anienno of Trento is going to be
setupverysoon.
We've been o conloct for some yeors, but nobody ever
tried to do more. Thisyeor ldecided, wilh the help of mony
other people to chonge it, I just come bock from the ES-

Proho, where I leornt mony things ond I olso found new
motivofion To go on in ïhis enterprise, So, thot s how the story
of AEGEE Trento beginsl Atthe momentthere ore oboutten
members, but only three of the group ore reolly octive, We
Iry to promote AEGEE ot The university. We're going to
prepore some informotive meetings, bul olso porties ond
trips, becouse probobly the eosiest woy to odvertise this
ossociolion is to inform people by doing something
interesting ond funny ot the some time, so thot they mighl
get in Touch with something similor to "the reol AEGEE

world"l
lf everything goes on os we plonned, ond we hope it does,
we should be oble 1o enter the network by the end of this

Borderless Europe Rally - in a Europe of Borders

This summer the flagship event of the
Borderless Europe project took place. It
was organised by AEGEE-Utrecht and
AEGEE-Europe. Its aim was to cross as

many European borders as possible (and
believe me. after this joumey our

4;a

f

passports looked like postcards
gleaming with all those colourful stamps
and visas).
We have also leamt about the visited
countries through various assignments,
which we were handed out each day. The
rally-people were divided into teams and
each team was awarded points for
accomplished assignments. The

assignments varied they were
sometimes very serious, e.g.'go
to a 'Westem embassy and
interview people from the
crowds waiting for visas', but
quite as often it was fun: e.g.
'learn a Greek dance' (this was
in ThessalonikÐ. At the end the
points were added up and the
winner team received a trophy
in Brussels.
The speed of the rally was truly
hectic Czech Republic,
Austria, Poland, Ukraine,
Romania, Bulgaria, Turkey,
Greece, Macedonia,
Yugoslavia, Croatia, Slovenia,
Italy, Germany, Holland and
finally Belgium all flashed
before our eyes showing in one

glimpse how different Europe is and
how we, Europeans, differ from each
other. The participants didn't know what
the plan of the joumey was the
organisers handed out information about
the next planned destination every day
and we spent a lot of time speculating
where the Rally will take us Gibraltar,
Sweden, Turkey? V/e had a great
oppoffunity to get to know the local
societies by asking people on the street,
getting to know the people from AEGEE
locals etc., butwe still had a lot of time to
integrate within our rally-group.
The rally has taught us a lot about
borders in Europe that they still exist,
that sometimes it's impossible to cross
them (e.g. only halfofthe group entered
Ukraine, the Czech participant wasn't
allowed to enter Macedonia and was
halted at the border she had to leave our
groups for a few days and choose a

different route). There is still a lot to be
changed in this field and 'Borderless
Europe' is unfortunately still pure
fiction.

NewsBullet¡n21200020
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Understanding the Past,
Looking AÌ¡ead

International Graduate Student
Conference, Budapest, 3 l.3.-2.4.2000

Bernhard Klein

In spring 1999 roughly 60 students,
postgraduate students and young
academics gathered at the Central
European University (CEU) in Budapest
for a three - day seminar on the situation
in Kosovo. It was co-organised by the
International Politics Working Group of
AEGEE and the CEU with financial
support by the European Youth
Foundation. The participants came
mainly from European countries
including States of former Yugoslavia,
but also some young researchers from
the United States and other non-
European countries were present.
The conference was designed as a fotum

-.å--
for young people specializing in the
situation on the Balkans to present the
results of their particular research
papers. So more than a third of all
participants \Mere presenters at the same

time. "By choosing this strategy rather
than inviting representatives from
organisations or officials from different
sides, an open academic discussion
between participants and lecturers
should be favoured", says Florian
Bieber, instructor at the CEU and one of
the co-ordinators of the project. For
reaching this aim workshop sessions in
small groups followed each block of
presentations in plenary.

The first day of the seminar was
dedicated to "understanding the past",
which led to controversial debates about
"historical rights" and "historical
responsibilities" in the area. Some

Serbian presenters held the view that
there was a discrepancy between the
Serbian right to their "cradle ofculture"
and the needs of real politics marked by a
90 "/" Albanian population in Kosovo,
others doubted about the existence of
such a right at all.
The evolution that culminated in the
NATO air campaign in spring 1999 was
the frame topic scheduled on the second

day. Necessarily quite opposite views
clashed when it came to the exchange of
ideas concerning Westem intervention.
One US presenter severely condemned
the Vy'estern strategy in the Rambouillet
talks that directly preceded the air
campaign: "No government of the world
could have signed a lreaty like the one

proposed to the Serbs including free
access of NATO troops to the whole
Çountry", she said. According to her

"these talks
couldn't but
fail, so they
can't selve as

proof that all
diplomatic
means have
been used
before
proceeding to
military

of opinions ranging from absolute
independence to a re-integration in
Yugoslavia to a fairlY autonomous
province. It seems impossible to make

Kosovars live again in the frame of a
Serb-dominated State, they are afraid of
implications of an independent Kosovo
on the Southern Balkans: Would it pave
the way to a "greater Albania", and
wouldn't that threaten the stability of
Macedonia, which is inhabited by a big
Albanian population? The complexity
of the situation doesn't allow easy

solutions to be considered.
The conference was marked by a

difficult programme, but also by
excellent organisation. The location in
CEU rooms in the centre of BudaPest
provided excellent working conditions.
It should be noted that the conference
was just one pillar of the project
"Kosovo- Understanding the Past,
looking ahead": There is a general

Kosovo Web Portal
(www. ae ge e. o rg/ko s ov o) which collects
information about the topic in the form
of individual contributions as well as of
links to all relevant organisations,
initiatives, media and public senices
active in the region. "The participants of
the conference are an excellent network
of future capacities on the Balkans.
Their support to ihe Web Portal makes it
a good starting point for all researches

about Kosovo and meanwhile we are

listed by many search engines and data
bases on intemational relations" says

Frank Burgdörfer from the organising
team. Finally a scientific book is being
edited which will include the best
presentations given during this highly
interesting weekend in Budapest.

For further infonratton including
photos and inlpresstons of the
participants go to:
www.aegee.orglkosovo

Let's Go..ssip!!!
strengthened and the network of
"gossipeLs" evolved, thanks to the great

surprise and the increasing interest in the

editions of the two famous local gossip
newspapers: Ghost Gazette and Spooky
Spectator, published respectively by the

crafty journalists Stefan Hauk and Gunnar
Efih.
Apart from jokes, this simple and funny
thing really created a soft ofa stronger link
between people waiting for the next
publication, chatting on potential topics

2t2ooo 21

action." It was also noted that according
to international law the treaty would
have been void an;'way since it would
have been signed under pressure and the
menace of using the force. Presenters

from Kosovo pointed out that for them it
was a very happy moment to see the
world finally react after years of
discrimination and oppression by the
Serbian regime. It had to cease, at least
they live in peace now. They judged the
air carypaign as at least morally justifìed.
On the last day possible options for
organising Kosovo's future were
discussed. The participants had a variety

Psst Psst! rr¡
From ES-Praha: how chat can helP to
build a group at an event

Secret information exchange. Or, in a more
detailed way, any kind of news that you
know before all other people, easy to pass

from mouth to mouth in a very quick way,
concerning private details about famous
people. In one word: GOSSIP!

Benetazzo After the great European School in Prague

the culture of gossiping has been
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Aovcr FoR Locnrs
but most of all reading about others and
being read by those same others.
This means that people get to know one
another better or, at least a bit better than
before, even for funny or not completely
true stories: this is how gossip helps
create a unique large group instead of
several smaller groups of friends during
an event!
How many times did you happen to
participate in a great, three- or four-day
event and then to come back realising
that you have never spoken to a third or
maybe even a half of the whole group of
participants? Or maybe you have but for
no more than a few minutes? Have you
ever imagined that this could happen
also to participants at the events
organised by your Antenna? Particularly
during conferences or congresses, when
most of the time is loaded with activities
and only a small amount remains for
social life, you can make people get to
know each other better in a way that is
different and amusing: like at ES in
Praha, publishing a daily newspaper
with gossips, stories, chats and points of
curiosity about parlicipants. . .

Vy'ell, at ES the editors published a very

Agnieszka Wilk

From time to time somewhere in
Europe a group ofinspired and
enthusiastic AEGEE members want to
organize a European-wide project,
conference on serious problems or
exchange with people coming from
local antennae situated in different
coÍrers of Europe. Everything is going
smoothly until one very special
moment.
Three months to go and.... no money...
Pale on their faces they are doing their
best to find some sources of financing.
Sooner or later they address the question
to some European Institutions
responsible or Liaison Ofhcers. But it
turns out in most cases that it is much too
late. It must be very clear that in all cases
where the funding body is either
European Commission, Council of
Europe or any kind offoundations like
Europeân Culture Foundation or

NewsBu

professional newspaper, with a perfect
layout and I know it is quite hard for
organisers to find the time and facilities
necessary to do this, but here comes the
creative part of the game! To make it
simple, you can hang a large white piece
of paper in a place where people pass at
least once a day (like on a wall of a

bleakfast room or even on the bathroom
door !!!) writing the news onto it day by
day - so that you can use the traditional
pens instead of those modern
computers! You can also involve people
and give them the liberty to write
anything they want to add, so that you
'are not obliged to spend all night
searching for news, instead of having
fun, because you need something
interesting to write about the next day!
Any other ideas? The last day you can
choose the best ones from the list or have
people vote forthe Best Gossip Award or
forthe Best Victim Prize!
Many people will probably think that
these kinds of things are quite silly
because they can easily make friends
with anybody, even without having been
talked about in a paper, but not
everybody is like this. Many people do

European Youth Foundation, it is
required to apply at least half a year in
advance. So future planning plays a vital
and important role in the funding
process. As it is mentioned the matter of
time is very essential, but the preparation
aspect can never be omitted. It is worlh
spending a bit more time on the project
itself. How can you make it more
innovative? How canyou improve it?
Be honest with yourself! Do you hnd
your idea really brilliant? Any chances
for it to be successfully accepted?
Besides, the critical approach during
preparation time and long term planning
- your project has to abide by certain
rules applied by the funding body.
Without a research on which program,
for which event and how much money
might be available, you will never be
able to have your event funded. All the
time there are people at your disposal
and they who can provide advice. All
essential information is always to be
found on the web. Have you ever taken a
look?
Hereby I would like to give you a small
summary of the most popular funding
opportunities.
l.Youth Program of the European
Commission
Action I Youth for Europe Exchanges
Action 3 Youth Initiatives
The program is decentralized, so the best
source of information will be naturally
National Agency in your country.
letin 21200

not socialise as easily as others and what
I propose to you is just another way to
make everybody (and not only the most
warm-hearted or exuberant ones!)'feel
comfortable in a group of well-known
participants, in a group of more
interesting and interested people.... in a
group offriends!
Apart from the event gossips, can you
imagine how many more things -
interesting or not - you can learn about
the people there? How many more
friends could you get in the same shofi
time of three or four days? The point is
that you have to treat this idea not as the
main topic of an event, but like a kind of
a social game!
Just the last warning: be careful while
handling information about people's
private lifel Not everything can be
openly said and not every kind of
comments can be appreciated: be sure
that your victims' potential reaction to
an impolite or thoughtless gossip can
even waste your event! To avoid this, a
bit of wisdom will be more than
enough...

Whenever you want to organize a
bilateral exchange for example, you can
always contact them directly.
w w'w. europa. eu. int/comm./education/yo
uth/natage/html
(contact person: European Institutions
responsible. AEGEE- Europe)
2.European Culture Foundation
suppofis extemal projects dealing with
issues in the held of cultural pluralism in
Central or Eastern Europe, or in the
Mediterranean area.
(contact person: Liaison Offrcer Koen
Berden berden@few.eur.nl)
3. European Youth Foundation suppofts:
ointernational meetings for young

people oryouth leaders
¡documentation and information

material on youth issues
opilot projects (youth meetings etc.)
(contact person: Liaison Officer Linda
Baan linda@wxs.nl)
4.Confidence building Measures
Program of Council of Europe supports
initiatives from non-governmental
partners of which the primary objective
is to improve relations between majority
and minority communities within a
specific country or region of a country.
(contact person: European Institutions
responsible AEGEE-Europe)
I wish you a lot of success! And please
do not forget that there are people
waiting for you and for your ideas. Good
luck!

How to Get Money from European lnstitutions?
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS

03.11 . - 05. 11 .2000 Autumn Agora 2000 Udine I

09.11 . - 1 3. 11 .2000 Mobility in Education Valletta MLT

16.11. - 19.11.2000 Leisure&Pleasure Conference 2000 Budapest H

17 .11. - 19.11.2000 Integration Of Foreign Workers Aachen D

20.11 . - 24.11 .2000 Audiovisual Workshop Barcelona E

23.11. - 26.11.2000 Beer and applewoi 5 years AEGEE-Giessen D

24.11. - 26.11.2000 EcoCon Bayreuth D

30.11 . - 03. 12.2000 A job 4 you! Torino I

30.11 . - 03.12.2000 Webdesign for everyone Karlsruhe D

01.12. - 03.12.2000 Hamburg-Regional Meeting D

06.12. - 08.12.2000 Say Yes to a Europe of the People Nice F

07.12. - 10.12.2000 Language Weekend Dec2000 lnnsbruckA

09.12. - 16.12.2000 European School in Enschede Enschede NL

29.12. - 02.01.2001 The Ultimate party ll Zagreb HR

19.01 . - 21.01.2001 Overcoming Mental Borders Groningen NL

19.01 . - 21.01.2001 JUBILEE-BALL Heidelberg D

14.02. - 18.02.2001 Living on the Edges Munster and Enschede

23.02. - 25.02.2001 The Future of Socrates lstanbul TR

02.03. - 04.03.2001 Spring Presidents' Meeting Katowice PL

15.03. - 18.03.2001 lntegration Processes Warszawa PL

21.03. - 25.03.2001 Quest for the Borders of Europe Kayseri TR

01.04. - 06.04.2001 The lT Labour market Berlin D

28.04. - 02.05.2001 Borderless Europe Final Conference Cluj-Napoca RO

04.05. - 06.05.2001 Spring Agora 2001 Constata RO
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